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LIFE RAPID WIRE
EMERGENCY RESPONSE SERVICES
Today’s cyber-attacks have become more sophisticated and frequent. Technologies such as cloud, mobile 
devices, and social media have virtually eliminated network boundaries and increased vulnerabilities. 
The lack of a unified incident management processes, coupled with inexperienced staff can increase the 
business impact of security incidents. 

LifeTech’s Life Rapid Wire — an Emergency Response Services solution —  is designed to provide resources 
to assist you with computer security incidents or emergency response preparation. It prepares, manages 
and responds to computer security incidents while including steps for analysis, intelligence gathering, 
containment, eradication, recovery, and prevention. 

Life RapidWire is able to: 

Reduce risks/exposure through a more proactive and preventive approach  

Provide access to key resources that can enable faster recovery and helps reduce incident impact 
on businesses

Enable a broader view and deeper understanding of incidents using intelligence data and analytics  



EMERGENCY RESPONSE SERVICES
LIFE RAPID WIRE

Certified analysts and consultants who are specialized in 
various technical fields across industries  

Security incident response, management and prevention  

Data acquisition and analysis  

Intelligence gathering  

Containment and eradication of threats  

Achieve full recovery from incidents 

Better security management of regulatory compliance 

Flexible usage of purchased service hours 

LIFE RAPID WIRE VALUE PROPOSITION

LIFE RAPID WIRE FEATURES

Broad Capabilities

Active Threat 
Assessment

Cyber stress testing

Payment card industry 
(PCI) forensics

Computer Security 
Incident Response 
Team (CSIRT) 
development

Mature Methodology

Around the clock 
incident hotline

Skilled incident 
analysts respond to 
over 500 calls every 
year 

Delivery Excellence

Every project is 
delivered by certified 
analysts and 
consultants around 
the globe
Highly skilled and 
certified CSIRT with 
the best hardware, 
software and forensic 
tools 

L IFE RAPID WIRE PACKAGES

STANDARD PREMIUM

Initial on-site or remote kick off and incident planning session

Unlimited emergency declarations

Quarterly checkpoint, remote support and updates

Access to emergency hotline 24/7

Access to Global Threat intelligence

One configurable license for Global Threat intelligence feeds, analysis 
and updates 

60 staff hours per year

Two configurable license’s for Global Threat intelligence feeds, analysis 
and update

120 staff hours per year

Unused hours can be compensated in the next year with selected 
consulting services


